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1: Baixar - GARMIN GPSMAP 60C GUIA USUARIO - Manuals
GPSmap 60C Getting Started The Main Page Sequence Whenever you turn on the GPSmap 60C, the Power On Page
is followed by the Satellite Page, which is the ï¬• rst of the Main Pages in sequence. To view each Main Page: 1.

Changes made from version 2. Improved support for Macintosh USB. Add visibility of paths and tracks to
display on topo maps. Fixed problem where excessive track points could be recorded. Added German tide
support. Added support for extended resolution maps like Minnesota LakeMaster maps. Improved Data
Review page to show depth or height of structures like bridges on BlueChart maps. Corrected intermittent
USB data transfer. Corrected track log filtering. Fixed transfer problem with custom waypoint symbols. Fixed
shutdown caused by viewing some marine light points. Fixed problem with Indonesian Southern Grid using
wrong longitude of origin. Add advanced NMEA support settings to support certain marine autopilot units.
Fixed problem where the interaction with certain beacon receivers was not displayed. Fixed problem where
waypoint depth was not being saved as invalid when it was unknown. Fixed problem where waypoints could
not be saved in certain areas of BlueChart maps. Fixed lockup that could occur when selecting symbols for
waypoints. Fixed lockup that could occur when approaching certain roads on the map. Fixed problem where
compass pointer could transition to the next turn too quickly. Fixed problem with bearing being adjusted
improperly when projecting waypoints with a non-zero north reference. Fixed problem in tide charts where
local time axis would not match the station time axis. Changed tide stations to show selected date when saved
on a calendar day. Fixed a potential problem where the wrong number of bytes could be sent for USB get
requests. Fixed problem with displaying Waypoint At Destination while doing a tracback. Improved WAAS
search and selection process to be smarter in its handling of multiple SBAS service providers, overlapping
service volumes, and exceptional conditions. Fixed lockup that could occur when selecting a tracback point.
Installation Instructions It is recommended that you disable screen savers or other programs running on your
PC while you go through the update process. Disruptions to the update process may render your GPS
inoperable. If the transfer is interrupted, turn off the GPS and then turn it back on. Reboot your PC, go to step
9 and attempt the download again. Click on "Download" and choose to save the file to your computer. Choose
a location where you can easily locate the file by saving it to a location such as the "My Documents" folder or
to "C: Once the download is complete, go to the location where you saved the file. Locate the downloaded file
and double-click on it. This will launch the Win-Zip Self Extractor. This program compresses the data to
allow for a faster download of the needed files. A program window will appear asking you where to "Un-zip"
the files. This is by default C: You can change this location if you like. Be sure to note where the un-zipped
files are going to allow you to find them! Click on the button labeled "Un-zip". Turn the GPS on.
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Read and download Garmin GPS GPSMAP 60C Owner's Manual online. Download free Garmin user manuals, owners
manuals, instructions, warranties and installation guides, etc.

Changes made from version 4. Improved support for Macintosh USB. Adds support for Topo Great Britain
maps. Correctly handles apostrophes and prefixes when displaying European city names and streets. Fixes
occasional shutdown on highway page. Presents only relevant cities as choices given during address or
intersection searches. Preserves stopwatch lap distance if user goes off of the stopwatch page. Corrects profile
plot for tracks and routes that cross the Prime Meridian. Prevents long idle times during power save GPS
mode. Sounds anchor drag alarm until reset by the user rather than sounding just a single tone. Shows proper
units on the map page when reviewing depth contours on the map page. Changes made from version 3. Fixed
problem where excessive track points could be recorded. Added German tide support. Added support for
extended resolution maps like Minnesota LakeMaster maps. Improved Data Review page to show depth or
height of structures like bridges on BlueChart maps. Corrected track log filtering. Corrected intermittent USB
data transfer. Fixed transfer problem with custom waypoint symbols. Fixed lockup that could happen when
selecting a Tracback point. Fixed shutdown caused by viewing some marine light points. Fixed problem with
Indonesian Southern Grid using wrong longitude of origin. Added advanced NMEA support settings to
support certain marine autopilot units. Fixed problem where the interaction with certain beacon receivers was
not displayed. Fixed problem where waypoint depth was not being saved as invalid when it was unknown.
Fixed problem where waypoints could not be saved in certain areas of BlueChart maps. Fixed lockup that
could occur when selecting symbols for waypoints. Added warning message about removing batteries when
Pressure Trend Recording is always on. Fixed lockup that could occur when approaching certain roads on the
map. Made the way intermittent water areas are drawn more visible. Fixed problem where compass pointer
could transition to the next turn too quickly. Fixed problem with bearing being adjusted improperly when
projecting waypoints with a non-zero north reference. Fixed problem in tide charts where local time axis
would not match the station time axis. Changed tide stations to show selected date when saved on a calendar
day. Fixed a potential problem where the wrong number of bytes could be sent for USB get requests.
Improved WAAS search and selection process to be smarter in its handling of multiple SBAS service
providers, overlapping service volumes, and exceptional conditions. Fixed lockup that could occur when
selecting a tracback point. Added support for xImage software. Improved track log recording in Auto mode.
Increased the size of the compass pointer on the Compass page. Enabled the compass pointer to be shown
while navigating a Follow Road route. Added a progress indicator when calculating a Follow Road route.
Added the ability to independently show or hide entire map families on the Map Setup page. Corrected
problems finding items when results contain characters with diacritic marks. Corrected a problem on the
Geocache Find page where a Find By Name search could potentially highlight a point past the first correct
match. Corrected an orientation problem on the Turn Preview Page if the route is calculated close to the first
turn. Corrected problems with the automatic closing feature of the Turn Preview Page when using German or
Italian languages. Corrected potential problems resulting from automatic closing of the keyboard. Corrected
potential problem where invalid characters could be entered into a waypoint comment. Corrected contour line
colors to increase visibility. Added Fuel Services option to the Find menu. Find-by-name searches now only
return a list of items that begin with the input string. Added the ability to automatically close the keyboard
when six or less items are in a find-map-points-by-name list. Improved map colors for contour lines and night
mode. Corrected memory problem related to Follow Road route calculations. Corrected problem with certain
alarms working only during active navigation. Corrected problem with saved track profile zooming. Corrected
problem with find-address searches across multiple map sets. Corrected problem when finding waypoints and
canceling from the Select Symbol filter option. Corrected problem with auto daylight savings so that it works
for years other than the current year. Corrected problem causing an error beep after filling out a text or number
field. It still modifies map colors, but separate color-scheme selections have been added for day and night
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modes. Lock On Road option is no longer turned on when starting a Follow Road route. This feature is only
turned on or off manually. Approaching cross-street information is available with Lock On Road turned off.
Added the ability to customize the active track log color on the Track Setup page. Updated the backlight
behavior so that if the light level is off, then it will be set to the user mid-level when the light key is first
pressed. Corrected a problem with waypoint position averaging when upgrading to new firmware. Changes
made from version 2. Added speed-filtering feature to the Marine Setup. Added Pedestrian and Bicycle modes
to the Follow Road options. Added vertical elevation profiling for routes and saved tracks for use with future
MapSource products. Added support to automatically turn the backlight on if external power is connected.
Added a Remove All option to the Recent Finds page. Added nautical miles as a unit by which to project a
waypoint. Enabled the Active button on the Route List page to work with all route types. Enabled the Active
Route page to be in the main page sequence if navigating an on-route GoTo. Corrected a problem with
calendar memory that caused records to become unavailable temporarily. Corrected a problem with the
calendar Remove All option that caused points associated with days in the future to not be removed. Corrected
a problem that caused elevation data requiring five digits to not display correctly. Corrected a problem that
could cause a route to be deleted while editing it on the map. Corrected a problem where duplicate exit roads
could not be selected. Corrected a highlight problem when searching for user waypoints by name. Corrected a
problem where elevation for a user waypoint could be rounded incorrectly. Corrected a problem that could
cause valid intersections to not be found. Corrected a problem where some addresses in Europe could not be
found when the scope was reduced by selecting either a city or country. Corrected the drawing of Follow Road
routes in some roundabouts. Corrected the drawing of European tide charts. Installation Instructions It is
recommended that you disable screen savers or other programs running on your PC while you go through the
update process. Disruptions to the update process may render your GPS inoperable. If the transfer is
interrupted, turn off the GPS and then turn it back on. Reboot your PC, go to step 9 and attempt the download
again. Click on "Download" and choose to save the file to your computer. Choose a location where you can
easily locate the file by saving it to a location such as the "My Documents" folder or to "C: Once the
download is complete, go to the location where you saved the file. Locate the downloaded file and
double-click on it. This will launch the Win-Zip Self Extractor. This program compresses the data to allow for
a faster download of the needed files. A program window will appear asking you where to "Un-zip" the files.
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The GPSMAPÂ® 60C and GPSMAP 60CS are all-purpose units â€” packed with exciting features and delivering the
kind of color that consumers want in their handheld GPS devices.

When navigating a route, the Active Route Page is also displayed. At the top of each page, a Status Bar
provides current status information for several unit features: Power source batteries or external power ,
satellite signal status, backlighting, alarm clock, and USB connection. The Satellite Page shows a sky view
array of the satellites overhead with your position centered in the array. The outer circle represents the horizon
and the inner circle a position 45 degress from the horizon. The numbers displayed indicate the number
assigned to each satellite. A bar graph at the bottom of the page displays the strength of signals from each
satellite. When the receiver has signals from at least three satellites, the display at the top of the page changes
to indicate position accuracy and location coordinates. It displays a detailed map of the area surrounding your
current location. You can use the Map Page to do the following: Determine your current location and progress
while moving. Select and save a map point as a waypoint. Locate and navigate to map items by following a
route displayed on the map. Customize the map display to your requirements. Through the Map Page Options
Menu, you can change the display of a variety of information for navigation. You can stop navigation to a
destination, arrange up to four data fields to display the type of navigation information you desire and include
a navigation guidance text message on the map page. You can select the type of data fields to display. You can
change the way the map displays items by selecting your own settings for text size, what items are displayed
and more. You can display the distance from your current location to other locations on the map. You can
reduce the amount of map clutter to increase the visibility of roads and other geographic features. When
navigation is in progress, the Compass Page provides navigation data and directions. It uses a graphic compass
display and bearing pointer along with digital data fields to display information such as current speed, distance
to the next point on the route, estimated arrival time, etc. You can choose from three or four data fields and
select the type of data displayed in each from a list of options. The Compass Page Options Menu is where you
can stop navigation, switch between "course pointer" and "bearing pointer," and customize data fields to
display the information that you want. The Trip Computer Page provides you with a wide variety of travel
data useful when navigating a long distance. It indicates your current speed, average speed, trip odometer and
many other helpful statistics useful for navigation. You can customize the Trip Computer display however you
want it, with a list of data options to choose from. The Mark Waypoint Page allows you to mark and record
your current or any other location as a waypoint and displays a name and a symbol for that waypoint. You can
mark your current location at any time. MOB is where you want to mark a location while on the water with no
available reference points and come back to that point later. Also, you can project a waypoint from any map
item and establish a new waypoint that is a certain bearing and distance from that map item. If you have
downloaded MapSource mapping data that contains additional map detail, you can search for points of
interest, addresses and intersections. The Main Menu is the directory for all unit features not in the Main Page
sequence with the exception of Mark Waypoint and the Find Menu, which have their own keys. The following
features are on the Main Menu: Tracks - allows you to maintain a record of your movements. Routes - allows
you to create a list of points that you wish to navigate to. Highway - a graphic representation for navigating.
Setup - controls the settings for most of the features. Proximity - acitvates an alarm for a defined radius.
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Garmin Express Maps and software to manage your devices; Manuals for GPSMAPÂ® 60CS. Manual Name Revision
Revision Date.

Above pictures are NOT to scale but show the different screen resolutions and presentation methods of the
three models. The actual size of the GC screen is 1. ALL of the screens are about the same physical size, but
our pictures from different times using different screen dump programs fail to show this. Resolution suffers
when we tried to make them all the same size as we no longer have the original images to work with. There
are even a few rural areas where the old Metroguide 4 maps have more detail and accuracy. All of the added
memory in the GC is internal as opposed to a removable cartridge. The older serial port type cable is NOT
included. You will need the serial type cable if you want to provide external power to the unit or use its
NMEA serial output. Also screen captures can be downloaded with either USB or Serial. Street Atlas 4 thru 9
can upload waypoints and routes, download tracks, but cannot download waypoints or routes from the unit.
Proximity waypoints are also supported with the beep alarm. The screen backlight can be made quite bright.
Probably among the brightest we have seen. Our estimate of battery life in the Normal Mode for the GC with
alkaline batteries is approximately 27 hours continuous based on 70ma battery draw and a mah typical AA
alkaline battery life at 70ma. We measured 68ma in both the Normal and Battery Saver modes, because lock is
required for the Battery Saver mode feature to kick in. With the backlight set to brightest, the unit draws ma
about 14 hours of life. In the Indoor no GPS lock mode, the unit draws only 40 ma and should run for 45
hours. We are going to try something new in explaining the features of the GC. The number of option screens
is quite large and the some features are somewhat obscure and difficult to find. The "highway display" useful
for marine applications is substituted by the above pointer which can be changed from a Bearing pointer to a
Course pointer. The Course pointer calculates a fixed line from present position or a routepoint to the next
routepoint. The "To Course" command directs one immediately back to the course line. NOTE that the
Bearing pointer is not the direction of the course line which remains fixed. Daylight viewing color screen with
lower current backlighting for night viewing. A fixed Helix Antenna instead of movable, and only a
vertically-oriented screen. Lower battery drain gives about 27 hours life on just 2 alkaline AA batteries -more
than the G-V with four batteries. The GC has a user programmable message for the initial Welcome Screen.
Not all functions are available on both cables. The GC has the usual automatic daylight savings time for the
US plus some "Other" selections for the world. The GC has unique features for GeoCache users. The GC has a
quick disconnect belt hook assembly which can be removed by unscrewing. The GC has 50 reversible routes,
10, track points with TracBack and waypoints with many new graphical icons. European, Australian, and
South African Maps are also available. CitySelect5 and CityNavigator5 we judge accuracy to be "good to
excellent". MetroGuide 5 maps are better but do not offer autorouting in the GPS. All consumer GPS vendors
have the same limitation for their respective units. Additional features of MapSource uploadable maps are
discussed below. The GC is a superior product overall. The GC is a general purpose unit equally at home
hiking or on the highway and useful in casual marine applications. The "OFF ROAD" mode provides the
standard Garmin circular compass display that we like for hiking and marine use and other GC features make
the unit quite suitable for hiking activities as well as on the highway use. We found the battery life excellent
and the longest we have seen with a color screen and especially with just two AA alkaline batteries. The GC
antenna is sturdy and the overall construction appears robust and this unit should be as waterproof as any other
Garmin unit. We have not tested this configuration. There is not a lot to complain about with the GC. It packs
a lot of functionality in a small package. The unit has so many different pages we sometimes got confused at
first as to what setup pages we were looking at.
5: Garmin GPSMAP 60C user manual - www.enganchecubano.com - Solve your problem
GPSmap 60C. Introduction. Preface. Contact Garmin. If you should encounter any difï¬•culty while using your GPSmap
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60C, or if you have any questions, in the U.S.A. contact Garmin Product Support by phone at or

6: Garmin: GPSMAP 60C Updates & Downloads
Page 1 Â® GPSMAP 60CS with sensors and maps owner's manual Page 2. Information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Garmin reserves the right to change or improve its products and to make changes in the content
without obligation to notify any person or organization of such changes or improvements.

7: Garmin GPSC Mapping GPS Review
Our goal is to provide you with a quick access to the content of the user manual for Garmin GPSMAP
www.enganchecubano.com the online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find
the solution to your problem with Garmin GPSMAP 60C.

8: GPS Review - Garmin GPSMAP 60C
GPSMAP 60C Updates & Downloads. Installation Instructions. It is recommended that you disable screen savers or
other programs running on your PC while you go through the update process.

9: GARMIN GPSMAP 60CS OWNER'S MANUAL Pdf Download.
IntroductIon Thank you for choosing the Garmin Â® GPSMAP 60Cx. The GPSMAP 60Cx uses the proven performance
of Garmin GPS and full-featured mapping to create an unsurpassed portable GPS receiver.
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